Driven to
Excellence

There’s a reason LANTEC Winch & Gear is the go-to authority
for custom-engineered hydraulic winches, hoists, gear reducers,
brakes and clutches.
Behind our precision technology and problem-solving mindset,
behind our team of the world’s best engineers and fabricators,
LANTEC® raises the bar for customized gearing solutions for
the oil and gas, infrastructure and marine industries. No matter
how complex the application, no matter where a project takes us,
LANTEC delivers the practical innovation and specialized capabilities
that make us the number one choice for large-capacity gearing
equipment.
For more than 45 years LANTEC has taken on the most
challenging tasks—both onshore and offshore. From our
computer-controlled manufacturing facility in Vancouver, British,
Columbia, we understand the bottom line of a project; what’s at
stake if vital equipment or processes don’t operate reliably for the
long term. That’s why LANTEC stands alone in our industry, with
unmatched product excellence and committed partners who bring
a breadth and depth of resources and experience to every project
we undertake.
At LANTEC, customized engineering for world industries is just
part of our story. With a comprehensive team of problem-solvers,
service technicians and worldwide distributors, LANTEC is poised
for quality results—and driven to excellence.

To view a partial listing of
LANTEC’s offshore projects,
visit www.team-twg.com.

www.team-twg.com
TWG is a global leader in standard and
engineered winch, gearbox and electronic
monitoring systems.

LANTEC:
sales@team-twg.ca

TWG Headquarters
PO Box 1130
Jenks OK 74037-1130 USA
Phone: +1-918-298-8300

The Difference Is LANTEC®
LANTEC Winch & Gear is one of the world’s leading manufacturers
of customized hydraulic winches, hoists, gear reducers, brakes and
clutches for the oil and gas, infrastructure and marine industries.
Virtually any of our products can be customized for your particular
application to ensure maximum reliability and long-lasting operation.

LW Series Winches
Extremely versatile, the LW Series is available in 20 sizes with line pulls
from 12,000 to 300,000 lbs. Virtually any drum size can be provided
to suit your specific application.
LH Series Hoists
With line pulls from 15,000 to more than 72,000 lbs., LANTEC’s LH
Series offers 12 models for crane applications. High-efficiency gearing
and high-capacity sprag clutches offer the ultimate in reliability for the
most demanding jobs.
Classic Series Winches
For oil and gas, infrastructure, and other industry applications,
LANTEC offers nine models with line pulls from 23,600 to 136,000 lbs.
Virtually any drum size can be provided to suit your specific application.
Gear Reducers
LANTEC offers a wide range of custom and semi-custom gear reducer
designs with torque ranges from 10,000 lb./ft. to more than
500,000 lb./ft. Ideal for a myriad of industries, including oil and gas,
material handling, infrastructure and more.
Brakes and Clutches
LANTEC’s provides standard brake solutions for high-torque,
low-speed hydraulic motors with holding torque capacities up to
30,000 lb./ft. Our custom brakes and clutches are designed to
meet individual requirements.
Customized Solutions
Virtually any hydraulic winch, hoist, gear reducer or brake can be
designed and precision-manufactured to meet special or complex
applications. Call us today to discuss your project and learn more
about LANTEC’s commitment to product excellence.

As a leader in product innovation, TWG is committed
to the ongoing improvement of its equipment. TWG
reserves the right to make changes to our products
without notice.
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